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Objective: To study how adult offspring in planned lesbian–parent families relate to their unknown or known donors.

Design: Qualitative analyses of the sixth wave of online surveys from a longitudinal study of adult offspring in planned lesbian families, enrolled at conception.

Setting: Community-based United States national study.

Patient(s): The 76 participants were 25-year-old donor insemination (DI) offspring whose lesbian parent(s) enrolled in a prospective longitudinal study when these offspring were conceived.

Intervention(s): None.

Main Outcome Measure(s): Offspring were asked about donor type, feelings about permanently unknown donor, satisfaction with and role of known donor, whether relationship with known donor was ongoing, and age of meeting open-identity donor.

Result(s): This cohort (n = 76) of DI offspring with lesbian parents was among the first generation to reach adulthood. Thirty participants had permanently unknown donors and most participants felt comfortable about not knowing them. Sixteen participants had open-identity donors they had not met. Thirty had currently known donors—met in childhood (n = 22) or after open-identity donor disclosure (n = 8)—of whom two thirds had ongoing relationships with donors, half considered their donors as acquaintances, and nearly half had good feelings about their relationship, although a minority expressed conflicted feelings.

Conclusion(s): This study of adult DI offspring from planned lesbian families shows that those who knew their donors mainly felt positively about these relationships. Qualitative analyses offered insight into offspring-donor relationships, whose numbers are increasing due to historical and demographic trends. (Fertil Steril® 2020;114:879-87. ©2020 by American Society for Reproductive Medicine.)

El resumen está disponible en Español al final del artículo.
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According to the most recent data, 440,986 U.S. women used donor insemination (DI) in family creation in 2015–2017 (1). Although most insemination recipients are heterosexually coupled and have infertility or a genetically transmitted disease, lesbian–identified women are increasingly using DI to become pregnant (2). The first generation of DI-conceived offspring from lesbian–parent families has now entered adulthood in substantial numbers. There is very little information on the relationships adult DI offspring have with their donors (3). The current study aims to address this gap by exploring how the adult offspring of lesbian parents relate to and feel about their sperm donors.

Although DI has been used for heterosexual women since the 1770s (4), it took more than two centuries before DI was first offered to lesbian-identified women. In 1982, the Sperm Bank of California was the first family planning clinic in the United States to provide DI to all women, regardless of sexual orientation or marital status (5). One year later, this same sperm bank was the first facility in the world to offer the option of open-identity donation as an alternative to the standard practice of concealing the donor’s identity (i.e., donor anonymity) (6). If the prospective parent(s) chose the option of open identity, after the offspring reached the age of 18, they could request the donor’s contact information. These developments facilitated lesbian women becoming pregnant.
Research on how DI offspring from planned lesbian families feel about their donors is essential, because the findings may help future SMPs, sperm donors, and their offspring, as well as professionals or agencies working on their behalf (e.g., gynecologists and fertility clinics, sperm banks, mental health professionals, and social service agents), understand the ramifications of choosing between permanently unknown and known sperm donation. Having more data also may inform or allay some concerns of open-identity donors as they contemplate requests from their offspring for contact. Additionally, this information may be relevant to a newer subgroup of donors, that is, those who were previously “anonymous” (and assumed they would be permanently unknown) as they are discovered by their genetic families (20, 21). Growing recognition of children’s right to know their genetic origins as a fundamental human right (20, 22, 23) and increasing ease of finding genetic relatives through direct-to-consumer DNA kits and online registries designed to facilitate contact between DI offspring and “anonymous” donors (24) have raised the rate of unknown donors becoming known donors (3). Newly discovered donors may find these data instructive as they try to reconcile contact with their genetic offspring (21).

PRESENT STUDY

Given the importance of understanding more about DI offspring views toward their donors and the relative lack of information about this topic, the current study addressed this gap by exploring the relationships between adult DI offspring of lesbian parents and their donors. Based on the sixth wave of the NLLFS, the following research questions were addressed. How did offspring feel about having a permanently unknown donor? How many offspring with open-identity donors contacted them, and at what age? What percentage of offspring with currently known donors (i.e., donor known since childhood or open-identity donor met in adulthood) had an ongoing relationship with that person? How did the offspring consider or relate to their donor? What views did the offspring have toward their currently known donors?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design

The U.S. NLLFS started in 1986 with a goal of prospectively following a cohort of lesbian-parent families from the time of the offspring’s conception, through their childhood, and into adulthood (7). Between 1986 and 1992, prospective lesbian parents were enrolled in a longitudinal, community-based study while they were being inseminated or were pregnant with these index offspring. Prospective lesbian mothers were solicited for Wave 1 of the study through advertisements in lesbian/gay newspapers and flyers distributed at lesbian events and in women’s bookstores. Because of an extended recruitment phase, there was a 5.5-year difference between the birth of the youngest and oldest index offspring. Data were then gathered when the offspring were 2 (second wave), 5 (third wave), 10 (fourth wave), 17 (fifth wave), and 25 (sixth wave) years old. The parents have been surveyed through DI and forming planned or intended lesbian-parent families (7). However, at that time, experts in child development, mental health, and public policy warned that the mental health of these offspring in lesbian-parent families only would become fully known when the first generation so conceived reached adulthood (8, 9).

The ongoing U.S. National Longitudinal Lesbian Family Study (NLLFS) began in 1986 with a goal of addressing these long-term outcome questions by providing prospective data on the first generation of intended lesbian families (7). The families have been interviewed or surveyed in six waves since 1992. Studies showed that the mental health and psychological well-being of these offspring have been the same or better than that of offspring in matched national samples (10–12). At Wave 4 (when the offspring were 10 years old) and Wave 5 (when they were 17 years old), there were no differences in psychological adjustment between those with known, as-yet-unknown, or permanently unknown donors (10, 11, 13). The Wave 6 interviews (when the offspring were 25 years old) were the first to be conducted after they became legal adults and eligible to contact their open-identity donors. These offspring were among the vanguard from planned lesbian families to have reached adulthood. Thus, they provided an important opportunity to explore their adult relationships with their donors.

Data on the DI adult offspring of sexual minority parents (SMPs) are sparse for several reasons. First, the first generation of these offspring reached the age of permitted contact with their open-identity donors relatively recently. Second, although the advent of DI to lesbian-identified women occurred in the 1980s, it only was available in limited settings. There continue to be access challenges for SMPs in many U.S. fertility clinics (14), with discrimination against prospective SMPs legally permitted in many states (15, 16). Third, lesbian parents faced many complexities when choosing among donor options. Legal and child custody concerns steered some lesbians toward permanently unknown (anonymous) donors over known donors (7, 16). Alternatively, providing a possibility of donor contact when the offspring reached adulthood, and were thus less vulnerable to custody conflicts, made open-identity DI an attractive option (17). All of these factors limited the number of possible participants in research on the relationships between donors and the adult DI offspring of lesbian parents.

Relatively few studies on adult DI offspring and their donors have included offspring of SMPs. A study of adults with open-identity donors from all family types looked at demographic descriptors of offspring who requested donor identities and assessed their motives (18). Offspring of single mothers sought their open-identity donors at a higher rate than offspring of lesbian-couple or heterosexual-couple families. A study from The Donor Sibling Registry (19) showed that offspring of lesbian parents and single mothers learned of their DI origins at an earlier age and had a more positive reaction than the offspring of heterosexual parents. These two studies mainly addressed differences between adult DI offspring of heterosexual and lesbian parents regarding their donor contact. However, they did not explore DI offspring views toward their donor or the offspring-donor relationship.
at each wave and the offspring since they were 10 years of age (10–12). The NLLFS initially consisted of 84 planned lesbian families. By the sixth wave, when the offspring were legal adults, 77 families remained (78 index offspring, including one set of twins). The study has a 92% retention rate to date.

After approval from the Sutter Health Institutional Review Board (the authors have no conflicts of interest to report), each offspring was contacted by email upon reaching the age of 25. The study’s purpose and procedure were explained, including that participation was voluntary and that confidentiality was assured. Informed consent was obtained, and the survey was administered through a protected online program. Each participant received a $60 gift card. Data gathering began in 2012 when the oldest offspring turned 25 and concluded when the youngest turned 25 in October 2017. All responded at age 25, except for one who responded at age 26. Also, one participant had an incomplete survey. Thus, of 78 index offspring, the total analytic sample for the current study was 76 participants.

Demographics

Demographic information for the total analytic sample of 76 NLLFS offspring are presented in Table 1. As shown, there were approximately equal numbers of female and male participants, and the vast majority were white, college graduates, and self-identified heterosexuals. Thirty offspring had permanently unknown donors and 16 had open-identity donors whom they have not met. Thus, a total of 30 offspring had currently known donors, of whom 22 had always known their donors, and eight had open-identity donors whom they had met (at an average age of 20.4 years old; standard deviation [SD] = 2.45).

Measures

Type of donor. Offspring were asked about the type of donor: permanently unknown; always-known (i.e., known since childhood); open-identity and have met (since turning 18); and open-identity and have not met. Thus, offspring with currently known donors included offspring who had always known their donors and offspring who had met their open-identity donors.

Relationship with the donor. Participants with permanently unknown donors were asked, “How do you feel about not knowing your donor?” (1 = very uncomfortable to 5 = very comfortable). Offspring of open-identity donors who had met them were asked to specify their age at meeting. Offspring with currently known donors were asked if they had an ongoing relationship with their donor. They also were asked “Do you consider your donor” (multiple answers were possible: acquaintance; friend; relative; uncle; father; other) and “How satisfied are you with this relationship? (0% = extremely dissatisfied to 100% = extremely satisfied)?”

Views on relationship with the donor. Participants with currently known donors were asked to describe this relationship in an open-ended question.

Data Analysis

Descriptive analyses (percentages, mean scores, and SDs) were used for the quantitative data (feeling about not being able to know the donor, ongoing relationship with a currently known donor, what the donor was considered, and satisfaction with the donor relationship) collected for the present study.

The participants’ responses to the open-ended question about their view on the relationship with the currently known donor were interpreted through a combination of thematic and content analyses (25, 26, 27). For the thematic analysis, the following sequence was used (25). First, two members of the research team (A.K. and N.G.) read each response multiple times and noted initial ideas. Then A.K. collated interesting features of the data into initial codes. Each segment (phrase, sentence, or group of phrases) that represented a single idea was assigned an initial code. On review, N.G. then conducted a practice session in which they jointly defined their specific terms and content analyses (25, 26, 27). The research team (A.K. and N.G.) read each response multiple times and noted initial ideas. Then A.K. collated interesting features of the data into initial codes. Each segment (phrase, sentence, or group of phrases) that represented a single idea was assigned an initial code. On review, N.G. then conducted a practice session in which they jointly defined their specific terms and content analyses (25, 26, 27).

TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People of colora</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>09.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No associate’s degreeb</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate’s degree or higherc</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>88.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gay/lesbian/bisexual</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>80.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with parentsd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>81.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donor type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanently unknown</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-identity, have not met</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always known</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open-identity, have met</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a African American/Black: 3; Latina/o or Hispanic: 1; other/mixed: 3.

b Some college but no college degree: 9.

1 Associate’s degree: 2; some graduate school but no graduate degree: 7; Bachelor’s or RN degree: 52; Master’s degree: 6.

2 One missing (1.3%).

In content analysis, it is customary to calculate intercoder reliability to assess the extent to which multiple coders independently classify material in the same way, and to improve reliability of the coding (26, 27). The current study assessed intercoder reliability in the following way: A.K. and N.G. independently coded the first 10 segments, representing 33% of the participants; their two independently scored sheets were submitted to the statistical analyst (a third member of the research team, H.B.), who calculated the Krippendorff’s alphas = 1.00; and their 100% level of agreement when coding the first 33% of participant responses made it possible for A.K. to code the responses of the remaining 67% of participants. Through this procedure it was possible to quantify the findings (based on elements of the content analysis approach) without losing the context of the thematic codes (based on a thematic analysis approach). For the quotations reported below, pseudonyms were used and all potentially identifying information was removed.

**RESULTS**

**Relationship with the Donor**

Twenty-nine of the 30 offspring with a permanently unknown donor responded to the question about how they felt about not knowing their donor. Twelve (40.04%) of the 30 indicated that they were comfortable (n = 3; 10.0%) or very comfortable (n = 9; 30.0%). Only 7 (23.3%) of these 30 offspring were uncomfortable. A relatively large percentage (n = 10; 33.3%) did not have an opinion (answer category “neutral”) about not knowing their donor (Table 2).

Among the 30 offspring with currently known donors, 20 (66.7%) reported that they had an ongoing relationship with their donor (Table 2). Table 2 also shows how these offspring considered their known donors. Fifteen (50%) of the 30 offspring considered him an acquaintance (of whom 8 had always known their donors and 7 had met their open-identity donors). Ten (33.3%) of these 30 offspring with an always-known donor considered him to be a father. Eight of the 10 offspring who considered the donor a relative had an always-known donor, and two had an open-identity donor. Six (20%) of the 30 offspring considered the donor to be a friend and another six (20%) considered him to be an uncle; in both of these scenarios, five of the six had always-known donors.

On a scale from 0–100, the 30 participants with currently known donors were asked to rate their level of satisfaction with their donor relationship. The mean score on this scale was 68.9 (SD = 26.2) with no significant difference (Mann-Whitney U = 85.00; z = -.14; P = .888) between those whose donors were always known (mean = 68.0; SD = 27.9) and those who met theirs in adulthood (mean = 71.6; SD = 22.5) (Table 2).

**Views on Relationship with the Donor**

A high proportion of offspring with currently known donors (28 of 30; 93%) responded to the open-ended question, “Is there anything else you would like to tell us about this relationship?” Because many participants’ open-ended responses included multiple themes, the number of thematically coded answer segments (38) exceeded the number of participants (30). The 23 participants with multiply-themed responses consisted of 17 offspring with always-known and 6 offspring with open-identity donors.

Many participants (14 of 30; 46.7%) reported a good relationship with and positive feelings about their donor. Some participants (6 of 30; 20.0%) wished for more donor contact. Others (6 of 30; 20.0%) reported conflicted feelings with, reservations about, or discomfort regarding the donor relationship. Still others (5 of 30; 16.7%) reported little contact or familiarity with the donor

---

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship with the donor.</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Always-known donor, n</th>
<th>Open-identity donor, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permanently unknown (n = 30)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feelings about not knowing the donor?ab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very uncomfortable</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately uncomfortable</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfortable</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very comfortable</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Always-known donor (n = 22) or open-identity donor and have met (n = 8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there an ongoing relationship with the donor? (yes)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you consider the donor? (check all that apply)c</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquaintance</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncle</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction about relationship with the donor, mean (SD)</td>
<td>68.9 (26.2)</td>
<td>68.0 (27.9)</td>
<td>71.6 (22.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SD = standard deviation.

* One missing (3.3%).

+ Due to rounding, percentages do not add up to 100%.

+ There are more answers (47) than respondents (30) due to the instruction to “check all that apply.”

little-to-no connection with the donor. Five of 30 (16.7%) offspring specified their motivation for seeking contact with the donor (Table 3).

**Good relationship/positive feelings.** Nearly half of the participants (14 of 30; 46.7%) reported a good relationship with their donor. Sydney (all names are pseudonyms) said, “Happy that I have grown up with my donor in my life. We have a very strong and unique bond that I wouldn’t give up for anything.” Ashley reported that the donor “has been in my life since I was little. Originally, I did not have a relationship through him other than with my moms, but now we talk constantly.” Jamie, who met her open-identity donor, said, “He is so sweet and doesn’t want to intrude in my life. He lets me initiate every correspondence, but loves hearing from me. He’s a great person – I have nothing bad to say about him.”

**Wish for more contact.** Six of 30 participants (20%) expressed a desire for more donor contact. Sophia said of her always-known donor, “I would like to have more of a relationship with him but he lives far away.” Skye said of his always-known donor, “I met him a few times when I was much younger, but would like to meet him again.”

**Conflicted feelings/reservations.** Six of 30 participants (20%) expressed reservations or discomfort about their donor relationship. Andrew, who reported a good relationship with his donor, pointed out that he [the donor] became increasingly dissatisfied with his choices (i.e., career, relationship, place of residence).” Madison got an “incredibly warm” response when she asked her always-known donor a question and “he [the donor] also added was glad I reached out and that he loved me... I didn’t know if I loved him too in this familial way... He wasn’t part of my upbringing the way my moms were... I felt guilty for not internally reciprocating his apparent feelings. I didn’t know how to deal with what I felt and didn’t anticipate that I would feel so confused.”

Kyle said that her always-known donor has “different expectations of what our relationship is – he sees himself as a father, but I would consider him more of an uncle or relative.” Sienna, who had met her open-identity donor, said, “It’s hard to find common ground. I would have preferred that he were someone more similar to me... so that part was disappointing.”

Limited or no connection with their donor. Five of the 30 offspring (16.7%) with currently known donors had little-to-no connection with their donor. Jack said of his always-known donor, “He doesn’t mean anything to me besides genealogically.” Henry, also with an always-known donor, said, “We have occasional contact via Facebook, but not [a] real connection or relationship.” Randy said of his open-identity donor, “I just met him this past year, but I don’t envision our relationship being very close... We get along, but it didn’t feel like an instant connection.”

**Meeting motivation specified.** Five of 30 participants (16.7%) stated their motivation for meeting their donor. Shelby e-mailed the donor she had met in childhood to “find out more about his heritage. I am often asked what my ethnicity is.” Mack said of his open-identity donor, “My main motivation to meet him stemmed from my curiosity for who the other half of my genetics came from. Now that I’ve realized that we are actually pretty similar in terms of interests, skills, where we decided to live, we’ve been in contact.” Jacob wrote of the “mystique of unknown origins” before meeting his open-identity donor.

**DISCUSSION**

To our knowledge, this was the first study to focus on the relationships between DI adult offspring from planned lesbian families and their sperm donors. These 25-year-olds were among the first generation of children conceived through DI in lesbian-parent families. They were surveyed in the sixth wave of the ongoing U.S. NLLFS. Although some offspring have always known their donors, this was the first NLLFS survey to have been conducted since offspring with open-identity donors were age-eligible to contact them. Offspring responses were analyzed by donor status, perception of donor relationship, donor satisfaction, and qualitative analysis of open-ended commentary.

Twenty-four offspring had open-identity donors, of whom eight had made contact or met their donors (33.3%), doing so at a mean age of 20.4. The age of meeting open-identity donors in this study aligns with extant information on age upon contacting open-identity donors in the general population of DI offspring. In a study from The Sperm Bank of California of adults eligible to contact their sperm donors, 36.8% of offspring of lesbian couples requested their

---

**TABLE 3**

Views on donor relationships (open-ended comments).  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thematic coding category</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th></th>
<th>Always-known donor, n</th>
<th>Open-identity donor, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Good relationship, good feelings</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wish for more contact</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflicted feelings, reservations, discomfort</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited, rare, or no contact; no real relationship or connection</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting motivation is specified, including curiosity/interest about genetics, ethnicity, common interests/skills/talents</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

open-identity donor information (18). The timing of donor identity requests from all family types (heterosexual-parent, lesbian-parent, and single women) was made at a median offspring age of 18 years and 1 month (18). Although the identity requests came at offspring ages of 18–27 years, 93% of requests came from 18- to 21-year-olds (18). If these data on DI offspring from the Sperm Bank of California study are predictive of the behavior of the NLLFS offspring, only a small number of open-identity NLLFS offspring may be inclined to contact their donors at a future time.

In the Sperm Bank of California study, requests for donor contact varied by family type (18). Offspring of heterosexual couples, lesbian couples, and single women requested their open-identity donor information at a 23.3%, 36.8%, and 58.1% rate, respectively. Lesbian and single women parents who select open-identity donation are asked by their children about the absence of a father at an early age (28), and thus disclosure is likely to occur organically, as it did in the NLLFS families. In contrast, offspring of heterosexual-couple families do not know of their DI origins, offering a partial explanation of the lower rate of donor identity requests from these offspring (18). Even in heterosexual-couple families where DI has been disclosed, offspring are less likely to search for their donors (compared with lesbian-couple and single-women families) due to concerns for straining their parental, and, particularly, their social father relationships (3, 19).

When asked about their donors, 10 of the 22 NLLFS offspring with a donor they had always known characterized him as a “father.” In choosing a known donor, some NLLFS parents anticipated the possibility that the donor would assume a father role or be identified by the child in that way (7). In contrast, seven of the eight offspring with open-identity donors whom they had met characterized their donors as “acquaintances.”

The largest category of open answers expressed positive feelings about the offspring-donor relationship. Offspring comments demonstrating conflicts or reservations centered on mismatched perceptions, hopes, or expectations of either the offspring toward their donor (“I would have preferred that he were someone more similar to me”) or the offspring’s view of their donor’s false hopes or expectations of the offspring (“He became . . .dissatisfied with my choices”, and “He sees himself as a father but I would consider him more of an uncle or relative.”). Although six participants wished for more contact with their donor and five participants stated that there was limited or no real relationship, there was no overlap in these answers. That is, none of the offspring who commented on their limited connection were yearning for more contact.

Among DI offspring who did not know their donors (permanently unknown donors or open-identity donors whom they had not met), more comfort than discomfort was expressed. It is possible that early disclosure to offspring of their donor origins, even with a permanently unknown donor, along with conversations about the rationale for type of donor selected, may have contributed to these feelings of relative comfort (19, 22, 28). The Ethics Committee of the American Society for Reproductive Medicine supports disclosure of donor conception to offspring (22). An ideal age for disclosure is not specified, but the literature shows that informing the child at a young age (i.e., before adolescence) generally results in a neutral or positive response, rather than discomfort or negativity (22, 28). The NLLFS offspring were informed of their donor conception in early childhood, in an age-appropriate manner (7), as has been associated with a child’s positive integration of this information over time (22).

The preponderance of existing literature on offspring contacting a genetic parent has concentrated on adoptive families or DI offspring of heterosexual parents. With an earlier age of disclosure, the child’s response was much more positive (19) than when the offspring learned of misattributed parentage by accident, or only as an adult (29, 30). It has been proposed that DI offspring who cannot or do not have contact with their donors may have identity formation problems (23) or even “genealogical bewilderment” as described in adopted children (31). A study of DI offspring who learned of their origins as adults reported anger and resentment and the wish that disclosure was made at an earlier age. Some offspring learned of their paternal misattribution only through their own sleuthing efforts (29). In a study of offspring using a donor registry, some offspring from heterosexual-couple families said that their father was unaware that the offspring knew of their DI origin and that they were seeking their donor relations, leading to even more secrecy and tension within the family (19).

Efforts to avoid such problems associated with donor nondisclosure have led to a growing movement toward the offspring’s “right to know” about their genetic origins. A number of European Union countries and New Zealand have legislated open-identity donation, with access to donor identity once the DI offspring has reached maturity (31). This bio-ethical, legal, and cultural movement toward greater transparency in many areas of society, including gamete donation, has led to the greater availability of, and requests for, open-identity DI in the United States (22). Efforts by parents and DI offspring to find their genetic relatives (i.e., previously anonymous donors and/or genetic half-siblings) have led to increased use of genetic registries designed to facilitate these kinship discoveries (19, 32).

Over the multiple waves in which the NLLFS offspring were assessed, their measures of psychological health have been the same or better than offspring in matched samples (offspring who were unlikely to be the product of gamete donors). Problems associated with lack of identity formation or genetic bewilderment were not found in the NLLFS offspring (10–12), and there were no psychological adjustment differences between offspring, based on their donor type (10, 11, 13).

The findings that only one third of DI offspring sought open-identity donor contact in the current study as well as in the lesbian–couple subgroup from a Sperm Bank of California study (18) might mean that strong family bonding with open and early discussions of their origins have resulted in most offspring not feeling an urgency or desire for donor contact. Age-appropriate, early, and open disclosure of a child’s DI origins may be integral to facilitating an understanding
of this information and to creating overall positive feelings about the donor, whether always-known, open-identity and met, or unknown, and whether from a lesbian couple, heterosexual couple, or single woman.

**Strengths and Limitations**

A strength of this study is the provision of information on the feelings that first-generation adult DI offspring of lesbian parents had about their sperm donors. With the burgeoning number of known, open-identity, or discoverable sperm donors (1, 3), these findings will be useful to increasing numbers of SMP families and all types of sperm donors. Additionally, nearly all of the 30 offspring with currently known donors proffered additional comments about their donor. This commentary provided a rich picture from this cohort of DI offspring, never previously presented.

Another strength is that the data were provided by the longest-running and largest, longitudinal investigation of SMPs and their offspring. Because of the prospective nature of the NLLFS and its 92% ongoing participation rate, the findings are not biased by over-representation of offspring who already knew that their donor relations would be salutary. Because the survey was anonymized and online, answers might be expected to be more accurate than telephone or in-person interviews, particularly about sensitive topics such as donor satisfaction (13).

There are some limitations to note. First, the numbers of participants were small, due to the factors previously cited, namely, that these trail-blazing DI offspring only recently attained the age of being able to meet their open-identity donors. Additionally, the NLFFS is a nonrepresentative sample. The parents enrolled at a historical time when most lesbian, gay, and bisexual people were closeted and a population-based sample would not have been feasible. In addition, study enrollment took place when most lesbian, gay, and bisexual people could not access DI. Thus, the parent sample lacked diversity, and their resulting offspring, who are mostly white and highly educated, do not reflect the entire population of DI offspring with SMPs.

Future longitudinal studies would benefit from larger, more diverse samples of LGBTQ-identified parents. Increased sample size also would allow for more robust separate analyses of offspring with currently known donors (i.e., those whose donors were always known versus those who have met open-identity donors). Additionally, now that registries and DI networks make it possible for DI offspring in the United States and internationally to contact their donors who expected to remain permanently unknown or anonymous, these donor relations offer a new avenue for study (24). The effect of having siblings on DI offspring–donor relations, whether within one’s own lesbian-headed family or from discovering half-siblings through donor registries or the open-identity donors themselves, is another area for future investigation.

**Conclusions**

The results of this study have implications for medical and mental health professionals, families of all types contem-
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Descendencia adulta de madres lesbianas: ¿Cómo se relacionan con sus donantes de esperma?

**Objetivo:** Estudiar como la descendencia adulta en familias planeadas de madres lesbianas se relacionan con sus donantes conocidos o desconocidos.

**Diseño:** Análisis cualitativo de la sexta ola de encuestas en línea de un estudio longitudinal de la descendencia adulta en familias planeadas de lesbianas, inscritos al momento de la concepción.

**Escenario:** Estudio nacional de los Estados Unidos basado en la comunidad.

**Paciente(s):** Los 76 participantes eran descendientes de 25 años de edad de donantes de inseminación (DI) cuyos padres se inscribieron a un estudio prospectivo longitudinal cuando fueron concebidos los descendientes.

**Intervención(es):** Ninguna.

**Medida(s) de resultado(s) principal(es):** Se les preguntó a los descendientes acerca del tipo de donante, los sentimientos sobre un donante permanentemente desconocido, la satisfacción con y el papel del donante conocido, si la relación con el donante conocido se mantenía y la edad de encuentro con el donante de identidad abierta.

**Resultado(s):** Esta cohorte (n = 76) de descendientes de DI con madres lesbianas fue una de las primeras generaciones en llegar a la edad adulta. Treinta participantes tenían donantes permanentemente desconocidos y la mayoría de los participantes se sentían cómodos por no conocerlos. Dieciséis participantes tenían donantes de identidad abierta que no habían conocido. Treinta tenían donantes conocidos en la actualidad, se conocieron en la infancia (n = 22) o después de la revelación del donante de identidad abierta (n = 8), de los cuales dos tercios se relacionaban con los donantes, la mitad consideraban a sus donantes como conocidos y casi la mitad tenía buenos sentimientos sobre su relación, aunque una minoría expresó sentimientos encontrados.

**Conclusión(es):** Este estudio de descendencia adulta de DI en familias planeadas de lesbianas demuestra que aquellos que conocían a sus donantes principalmente se sentían positivamente con estas relaciones. Los análisis cualitativos ofrecieron una percepción sobre las relaciones entre descendientes y donantes, cuyo número está aumentando debido a tendencias históricas y demográficas.